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Leo entered the 11th grade.

There was a new girl named Stargirl.

Stargirl dressed differently than other girls.

Stargirl played the ukulele.

Leo wanted Stargirl to go on Leo’s school TV show.
Chapter 2

Hillari told people that Stargirl was a plant.

Stargirl wore funny clothes each day.

Stargirl was very friendly.

Leo liked Stargirl.

Leo knew Stargirl was not a plant.
Chapter 3

Kevin is sad

Kevin wants Stargirl to be on Leo's TV show.

Stargirl is different.

Leo saw Stargirl put a card in a mailbox.
Wayne is Hillari's boyfriend.

Wayne is very handsome.

Wayne wants to be in magazine photos.

Wayne wants to be on TV.
Stargirl went to Leo and Kevin's football game.

Stargirl cheered and danced at halftime.

Stargirl made people cheer.

People loved Stargirl.

Stargirl joined the Cheerleaders.
Hillari did not want Stargirl to sing happy birthday.

Stargirl sang happy birthday to Leo.

Stargirl sang Hillari's name

Everyone was happy but not Hillari.
Chapter 7

Archie is an old teacher who teaches Kevin and Leo.

Archie and Leo learned that Archie taught Stargirl in her home.

Archie told Kevin and Leo that Stargirl had 3 different names.
Stargirl had fun cheering and dancing at the football game.

People liked Stargirl's dancing.

Hillari was jealous of Stargirl.
Leo is happy.

People at school are dressing differently.

People at school dress like Stargirl.
Chapter 10

Leo asked Stargirl to be on his TV show.

Three things happened.

Stargirl said Pledge of Allegiance.

A grandfather dies.

A boy has a bike accident.
Stargirl is a cheerleader.

Stargirl cheers for everyone.

Stargirl wants everyone to win.

At one football game, Stargirl was sad.

Her team bad

Cheerleaders went home without Stargirl.
Stargirl went on a tv show.

Leo talked with Stargirl on the tv show.

The tv show was named THE HOT SEAT.

Stargirl was scared.

Stargirl's dog ran around the tv show.

Leo stopped the tv show.
Stargirl was on the tv show with Kevin.

The tv show people asked Stargirl questions.

"Why do you use a special name?"

"Why do you cheer for the other team?"

People started yelling.

The tv show stopped.
Chapter 14

The next day was Valentine's Day.

Stargirl gave candy to everyone.

Stargirl went basketball games.

One basketball game her team won.

One basketball game her team did not win.

A boy threw a tomato at Stargirl.
Leo found a valentine from Stargirl.

Stargirl said "hi" to Leo.

Leo and Archie talked about a skull.
Leo said "thank you" to Stargirl for the valentine.

Stargirl was happy.

Stargirl and Leo went for a walk.

Leo liked Stargirl.

Stargirl and Leo walked to a special place.
Chapter 18

Some people at school were mad that Stargirl and Leo were a couple.

Some people did not talk to Leo and Stargirl.

Leo was mad.
Chapter 19

Archie talked to Leo. Leo and Archie took a walk in the desert.

Leo asked Archie what to do about people at school. Leo wondered who was more important: Stargirl or people at school.
Chapter 20

Stargirl won an award for talking.

Stargirl wanted to go to a big contest.

Stargirl talked a lot to get better.

Stargirl gave Leo a special tie.

The tie had a porcupine painted on it.
Chapter 21

Stargirl delivered gifts and cards to people.

Stargirl looked all over to find people who were special.

She gave gifts to special people.
Chapter 22

Stargirl asked Leo to have dinner at her house.

Stargirl's parents were the same as his parents.

Stargirl's house were the same as his house.

Leo was surprised.

After dinner, Stargirl gave leo a kiss.
Chapter 23

Leo and Stargirl loved talking.

They talked a lot.

At school, other people still did not talk to Leo and Stargirl.

Other people thought Stargirl gave the basketball team bad luck.
STARGIRL LOVES LEO.
Leo saw a poster outside school.
The poster said: STARGIRL LOVES LEO.
Leo was confused.
Other people still did not like that Leo liked Stargirl.
Leo was sad.

Leo wanted Stargirl.

Leo wanted friends at school.

Leo was confused because Stargirl wanted to cheer for everyone.
Chapter 26

Stargirl was not at school for 2 days.

Leo saw a girl that looked like Stargirl.

It was Stargirl with different clothes.

Leo loved Stargirl and was happy she was at school.
27 & 28

Chapters 27 and 28

Stargirl went to the talking contest.

Stargirl's teacher and Leo went with her.

Stargirl spoke great.

Stargirl won the contest!
Stargirl was very happy because she won.

Leo and Stargirl drank soda and danced.

They drove home.
Good job Stargirl.

We are proud of you.
Three people were at school to celebrate.

There was a poster that said:

Good job Stargirl.

We are proud of you.
Chapter 30

Stargirl was quiet.

Stargirl though more people would be at school.

The next day, Stargirl wore different clothes.

Stargirl's clothes were funny.
Stargirl made a poster.
The poster asked people to write their names if they wanted to join a music group.
Only Stargirl and her friend Dori played music.
Leo was sad for Stargirl.
Leo did not go to the school dance.

Stargirl did go to the school dance.

Stargirl drove a funny bike with lots of flowers.

Many people took pictures of Stargirl.

Stargirl wore a beautiful yellow dress.
Leo looked at Stargirl in her yellow dress.

People started to talk to Stargirl.

Many boys asked Stargirl to dance.

Everyone did the bunny hop dance.

Only Hillari was sad.

Hillari did not like Stargirl to have friends.
Chapter 32

It was 15 years later.

Leo visited Archie.

Leo asked Archie, "Will I ever see Stargirl again?"

Archie said how special Stargirl was.

Archie showed Leo a special book that Stargirl made.

15 years ago. It was good to read something Stargirl made.
Chapter 33

I visited Archie again.

We went on a short walk.

We brought a skull to the desert.

Archie left a paper with the skull.

Archie died the next week.
I always think of Stargirl.

When I read about special people, I think of Stargirl.

I got a present in the mail.

It was a porcupine tie.

I guess Stargirl is ok.
the End